
CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION

Based  on  what  has  been  discussed  in  previous  chapters,  conclusio  is

needed  to  answer  the  problems  that  arise  in  scope.  The  conclusion  will  be

explained. The conclusion will be explained precisely according to the focus of

the question. Conclusions can be drawn as follows :

1. The application has been designed for filename search, as discussed in the

testing step. The searching process uses  Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm and

Wildcard Character as string matching.  

2. Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm is suitable for the development of this file

search application along with Wildcard Character.

3. The application can find the search result if it does exist.  The user enters

the keyword as  a pattern to find similar string in Linked List, then display

it in the output. If the pattern does not match with any string in Linked

List, then a message “file not found” will show up in the output.

4. The application can find the search result if the keyword uses asterisk (*)

and  question  mark  (?)  characters.  Asterisk  in  Wilcard  Character  is

commonly used for searching that represent many characters in the pattern

entered.  Question  mark  in  Wildcard  Character  is  commonly  used  for

searching that represent only one character in the pattern entered.

Suggestions that can be submitted to develop this file search application

are as follows :

1. Search can be developed to search the content of file, because this file

search application can only search by filename.
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2. Search  with  Wildcard  Character  can  be  added  more,  because  in  this

application only use two kinds of Wildcard Character which are asterisk

(*) and question mark (?).

3. Java GUI can be developed better than the present, such as the addition of

file icon, date modified, file type, and file size.
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